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BASIC

Z

1 ban

2 flourish

3 invade

4 search

5 subscribe

to enter a country using military force

to show that you feel sorry about someone's problem

to grow or develop rapidly and successfully

to look somewhere carefully to find something

to pay no attention to something

to say that something must not be done

to pay money to an organization to use a service regularly
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1 up offices

caught placed set took

2 one after

another one other some

3 unique

balance contrast division separation

4 youthful

ambitions excesses hearts tastes

5 fashions

Apart Besides Despite Further

6 mini-shiba dogs

approving considering featuring inviting

1 support alter assist control unite

2 eventually actually finally originally repeatedly

3 capture approach free lease occupy

4 cause campaign effect function text

War kept Nasser Shamma away from this homeland of Iraq for years. Now, the

famous musician hopes to rebuild his country with performances and projects to

support culture and education. Shamma performed last week at the Iraq National

Theater. The crowd was on their feet cheering as Shamma played classical Iraq and

modern songs.

When Shamma played with an orchestra and young women musician last

week the crowd sat quietly, listening to their songs.
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1 sad because you are away from home and you miss your family and friends

hom

2 small soft white pieces of ice that fall from the sky and cover the ground

s

3 one of the hard white objects in your mouth that you use to bite and eat food

t

4 the spirit of a dead person that some people think they can feel or see in a place

g

5 very bad weather with strong winds and rain, and often thunder and lighting

st

6 to tell someone another person's name when they meet for the first time

in

7 to buy a product from another country and bring it to your country

i

8 a sudden shaking of the earth's surface that often causes a lot of damage

e 10

9 a large strong building with thick high walls and towers, built in the past by kings

or queens, or other important people, to defend themselves against attack

ca

10 a small bag for carrying things in, which is made of cloth and sewn

into the inside or onto the outside of a piece of clothing

p

11 a piece of equipment that produces a flow of water that you stand under to wash

your body

sh
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TOP

trans-

transmit mit-

transparent trans- +apparent /

transform form

in-, ir-, im-

inescapable

infinite fin

innumerable number

dis-

distract dis +tract

disregard dis +regard

disorder order

gl-

glance=glimpse / glow / glory

-logy

biology / psychology

-scribe

prescribe

describe

tor

distort / torture=torment

-wise

otherwise / clockwise / likewise

semi-, hemi-

hemisphere / semiconductor / semifinal
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1 appreciate

appreciate his effort

appreciate the sculpture

appreciate your help

thank appreciate

2 attend

attend the funeral

attend to the patient

attend to what he says

tend to

3 bill

pass the bill

pay the bill

a ten-dollar bill 10

4 capital cap

capital letters

raise capital

an old capital

5 command

command English

command a nice view

command respect

mind
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6 drive

drive away dogs

the drive to run

drive him mad

7 line

write on every other line

wait in line

Drop me a line.

The line is busy.

8 rear

a rear-view mirror

rear kids

grow / grow up

9 serve

serve the emperor

serve the meal

serve the purpose

10 sound

a sound body

It sounds strange. sound+

sleep sound =

11 spring sp-

An idea sprang to mind.


